Borderlands are fashionable places to visit. The unusual case of Dr Spooner provides an opportunity to explore the debatable lands of speech and language: ill-defined frontiers of bordering territories, neurological, psychological and linguistical; and to make a brief tourist-excursion into genetics. While neuropsychiatry is being officially eliminated in this country it is significant that neuropsychology should be not only alive, well and respectable but thoroughly flourishing. Psychology and linguistics, too, have now come together as psycholinguistics after a certain amount of estrangement in the difficult days of Freud and the pure linguist, Bloomfield. Unions of this kind are encouraging to those interested in speech mechanisms and at the same time concerned at the divergence and fragmentation of related disciplines. Fromkin's recent collection of papers, 'Speech Errors as Linguistic Evidence' (1973) , expresses the usefulness of the interdisciplinary approach, but the absence of any clinical neurological contribution to that book serves to underline what is perhaps too persistent a separation of clinical neurologists from those now most engaged in the study of speech and language. Among the most interesting of recent developments, for me, has been the re-expression of the rationalist philosophers' concept of innate ideas in Chomsky's (1968) suggestion that genetics has fundamental territorial claims on the development of language. The title of my Address stresses the point that Spooner's lapses were not simply uttered, oral eccentricities, and I am reproducing his own written evidence for this. On the other hand, what he is said to have said is to an undeterminable extent anecdotal.
The Man
The Reverend Dr William Archibald Spooner lived from 1844 until 1930. He was Warden of New College, Oxford from 1903 to 1924, having been a Fellow of the College since 1867 when he was 23: in turn, Lecturer, Tutor and Dean. His subjects were ancient history, philosophy and divinity; but he was a friend of the natural sciences and, though not a feminist, was chairman of the Council of Lady Margaret Hall. He did 'good work' for the poor in Oxford and in Bethnal Green, and for the insane at the Warneford Hospital. According to his colleague, P E Matheson (1937) , 'No duty came amiss to him '; and to an obituary (The Oxford Magazine 1930), 'his life was a triumph over physical disability that might have made a weaker man despair'. For Sir Frank Benson, the actor (1930) , 'None took a more kindly vision of the world than he: sympathetic, gentle, understanding, tolerant to indulgence'. Sir Arnold Toynbee (1967) records: 'He looked like a rabbit, but he was as brave as a lion. He was prepared at any moment to stand up to anybody, however formidable'. It is important to be clear at the outset that, by any standards, he was an extremely able man as well as a scholar.
I was first aware of the neurological aspects of Spooner's peculiarity when, as a final-year medical student, I heard a radio talk on the subject by the late Sir Julian Huxley, on Christmas Eve 1942 (Huxley 1944 ). Huxley's enormous range of biological knowledge had enabled him, while himself a tutor at New College from 1919 to 1925, to analyse better than others the nature of his Warden's lapses and to separate scanty facts from a superabundance of fiction.
It would be surprising if none of the eminent neurologists produced by New College this century had been impressed by the peculiarity of their' Warden, whom Punch once described as 'Oxford's great metaphasiarch', but they do not seem to have written about it. Perhaps they saw too little of him. Sir Charles Symonds, who went up to New College in 1909, tells me he never heard him utter a spoonerism; however, Sir Charles underwent an experience of a type which was as puzzling to him as it seems to have been to others. He had been told 'to report forthwith to the Warden'. On entering the study he was asked his name and gave it. 'Well, what do you want ?', said Spooner. 'I told him', relates Sir Charles, 'I had been sent for unexpectedly, the reason being unknown to me'. He then said, after a pause, 'Well, you may go'. And that was that.
I have been surprised to find nothing written by Russell Brain on the subject, but I am indebted to the present Lord Brain for the information that his father had been called 'Mr Brain Russell' by Spooner, and for the account of a dyspractic episode which I had also had from another source and which I shall mention later. I have traced nothing written by the late Dr Eric Strauss, who was at New College immediately after the First World War; and our Section's still youthful, former President, Dr Aldren Turner, did not come up to the College until the year before Spooner's death.
Before presenting Spooner's slips of the penan aspect mostly overlooked, though not by Huxleyit is necessary to consider in some detail the several components that went to make up his disability. But first must come Huxley's testimony not only to Spooner's high intellectual quality, but also to his efficiency in the various intricacies of college business. Indeed, he was regarded by another highly qualified observer as having been at least as successful as any of the distinguished heads of Oxford and Cambridge colleges this century, if the many qualities needed for such posts are taken into account. Spooner's general intellectual performance and administrative competence have not therefore been questioned, 'though he himself, was modest about them, even disparaging: 'I am, I hope, to some extent an useful kind of drudge, but not a ruler of men'. 'I fear I must be content to do quite small things'. 'I rather detest all kinds of Responsibility' (he declined the Vice-Chancellorship of the University). With reference to his disability, he explained to an American lady who had importuned himn at a concert that he was, 'better known for my defects than for any merits'. He would refer also to his 'transpositions of thought', and here is a rather sad little passage from his journal dated Christmastide 1896, when he was 52:
'We stayed quietly at home -I read a good deal of Butler but did not make much progress with my book -I always find it so hard to screw myself up to write at all -Thoughts do not crowd in on me nor have I a constructive imagination'.
His journal elsewhere indicates a recurrent concern over his ability as a lecturer and preacher.
Another of his colleagues who commented on this difficulty was Sir Ernest Barker (1953) , who wrote: 'He was seldom guilty of metaphasis or the transposition of sounds; what he transposed was ideas'. Spooner's transposed ideas might be expressed orally, in general actions or, as we shall see later, in writing. K S Lashley (1951) believed that motor and perceptual processes had too much in common to depend on wholly different mechanisms but, whatever the cerebral derangement in Spooner's case, the manifestations were essentially motor. Nowhere have I found firm evidence that his reception was defective centrally; though, as I shall show later, his vision -at least its acuitywas very poor indeed.
Wr-itten Errors
Huxley observed: 'It is not generally known that he sometimes did the same sort of thingcommitting what I call "paraphrasia" in writing, as well as in speaking', and he gave as an example a letter from Spooner to a pupil of his (Huxley's is deleted] fairly evenly with other colleges', while the lower extract indicates a well-known reason for disappointing results in examinations: 'I think that female charms super? added [something a bit wrong there] to normal undergraduate allurements are apt to be overwhelming [and he starts with 'whitless', changes it to 'whirlwind' and finally amends it to 'whirlpool'] a whirlpool difficult to escape'. I will show other dysgraphic errors laterthere is much variety of them.
Dyspraxia
Huxley also pointed out that Spooner sometimes made 'slips in action' and described the dyspractic episode which Russell Brain knew about, probably from Huxley himself who had been his tutor. The Warden once said to a guest (it was Mrs J S Haldane) whom he had been entertaining upstairs in the Lodgings: 'I'll come and turn on the other lights and see you safely down the stairs' (which were dark and slippery); but he then switched offthe only light that was on and led the way down in total darkness until his daughter came to the rescue. Naomi Mitchison, in her recent book (1975), gives essentially the same version of this, her mother's strange experience.
A more striking example is that recorded by Toynbee. 'Genuine Spoonerisms', he says, 'were not confined to transposition of words; they sometimes took the form of noni-seqiiiturs; and at least one of them was performed, not in words, but in actions.' Spooner had upset a salt-cellar at a dinner party. He then poured claret on to the salt, drop by dropas if he were putting salt on a claret stain. As a good example of dyspraxia this is intelligible enough to neurologists, though one might have a special reason to doubt its authenticity were it not so improbable that such an unlikely episode had been invented. The story came to Toynbee from his mother, but the witness had been her old friend the controversial Miss Eleanor Jourdain, Principal of St Hugh's, who, with her predecessor, Miss Moberly, had written that much discussed book, 'An Adventure' (1955) , about a vision that they claimed to have experienced while visiting Versailles together.
Before leaving these dyspractic tendencies,l had better mention -in case it may be thought relevantthat at the age of 52 Spooner took bicycle lessons, 'partly from a professional', he tells us; but after two months he records: 'I made very slow progress and am doubtful, if I shall ever learn'. I have not discovered whether he ever did. Incidentally too, he was on his own admission ) /4~ii4e j44, 44 -+42 'unmusical', and not good at keeping accounts. But he had rowed successfully as an undergraduate, and enjoyed riding until he was nearly 80. Unfortunately for this study, hardly anything is known of his childhood.
Albinism and Defective Visioli
Besides this most unusual propensity for the transposition of expressed ideas, Spooner suffered from another rare-but overtly physical anomaly: he was an albino. 'Not a full albino with pink eyes', observed Huxley, 'but one with very pale blue eyes and white hair just tinged with strawcolour'. These are characteristics of the most frequent form of human albinism, in which the enzyme tyrosinase is reduced rather than lacking, so that some pigment can still be produced (Witkop 1971) . Though in this variety the associated defects of vision are normally less severe than in the tyrosinase-negative form, Spooner's vision was none the les2s substantially affected. His portrait in New College by Briton Riviere shows him, about 1913, at the age of 69, characteristically with a reading glass in his hand. He had not obtained spectacles until he was 47, when, in September 1891, he had consulted Dr Doyne whose records unfortunately no longer exist. 'On the whole', he says of the spectacles, 'a great comfort to me, though I do not like wearing them'.
Certainly, the size of his writing varies, as well as its tidiness, but it is generally neat, even elegant. A cartoon (Fig 3) by 'Spy' in Vanity Fair shows him in 1898, at the age of 54, looking (and again I quote someone who knew him) 'frail, small and rather bent, like a wraith, an apparition from another world'. (Both pictures and his handwriting suggest right-handedness. I have no other evidence on this point). In his journal, he refers to lectures illustrated on the blackboard which 'owing to my extremely defective sight, I have always been unable to follow'. And he tells us also that, as a schoolboy, 'being short-sighted, I had to apply for a special place to be assigned to me near a window'.
I mention this severe visual handicap for two reasons. First, because it should be considered as a factor contributing to his eccentricity. There are stories in which his apparent absentmindedness in recognizing people, particularly undergraduates, could very well have been due simply to his poor visual acuity. It seems quite possible that he sent for young C P Symonds instead of someone else, because he had misread a list of names. There were other instances which suggest that this happened. One man, having been told by Spooner that he was to be rusticated, and seeking to know why, was asked his name, which he gave. After a pause, and a closer scrutiny by the Warden of the papers before him, the bewildered man was then congratulated on being awarded an exhibition.
The second point about the vision is the nature of the albino's visual disturbance. The main defects described by ophthalmologists are photophobia, nystagmus, myopia and astigmatism, and there may be maldevelopment of the fovea. Additionallyand this does not seem to be generally known -in at least seven mammalian species the number of decussating fibres in the optic chiasm of albinos is increased at the expense of the uncrossed ones (Creel et al. 1974 ); this appears to occur in any individual lacking pigment in the retinal epithelium. In man, only the lateral geniculate body, and that of only a single albino individual, has to my knowledge so far been examined at autopsy (Guillery et al. 1975) ; but this and the hemispheric asymmetry of evoked potentials in 14 out of 20 human albinos have suggested to Creel et al. a similar disorganization of the uncrossed optic system in man.
An Association ofInborn Errors? 'Scientists know', says The Periodical of December 1936, referring to Spooner and spoonerisms, but giving no reference, 'that albinism ... creates a propensity to mistakes, generally in spelling.' I have failed to trace any authority for this statement. Three independent studieson Negroes and San Blas Indian childrenin the past thirty years (Beckham 1946 , Stewart & Keeler 1965 , Manganyi et al. 1974 ) have failed to substantiate anecdotal evidence that albinism may be associated with significant mental retardation. I have not, however, found any investigation specifically of language function in this condition. We may wonder none the less what other physically determinable abnormalities might be found in the human albino brain were it to be sufficiently and expertly examined. Hughlings Jackson seems so often to have been right that we should perhaps note that his conception of spoonerisms, when he discussed them in 1906 with Kinnier Wilson, was of the two halves of the brain not cooperating harmoniously (Martin 1975) . As an example of a spoonerism of thought or of idea Jackson instanced the case of a flurried man who, when his dentist said, 'Open your mouth and I shall put my finger in', replied, 'Oh no, you might bite it'.
No clear neuropathological picture has yet emerged for the developmental language disorders: the single autopsy reported by Landau et al. (1950) showed gross brain disorganization hardly appropriate to a purely developmental condition. Indeed, even, the clinical picture of developmental aphasia is so variable that Benton (1960), for example, finds no such thing as a 'typical case'. It seems to me that an inborn fault would be the most likely explanation for Spooner's trouble.
Genetics
The role of genetic factors in all this seems at present impossibly obscure. I have no genetical information to offer on Spooner or his family, but there are, I understand, more than 70 genes at 40 different loci that affect skin, hair, or eye colour in mice alone (Witkop 1975 ). If Chomsky is correct in his belief that man is genetically endowed with a highly specific 'language faculty', this genetic endowment would presumably be subject to the same processes of variation and mutation seen in ordinary physical features. In this connexion, it is interesting that Chomsky (1968) should also point to the emptiness of the issue of whether there is a physical basis for mental structures. 'The concept "physical"', he reminds us, 'has been extended step by step to cover everything we understand'. As neurologists we know well that a clinical condition which is not understood is liable to be labelled 'functional'until an 'organic' cause is discovered. For me the functional and the organic components of an individual's neurological problem are essentially one. Rather than being a matter of 'either/or' it is surely one of 'both/and' until such a time as knowledge has united them intelligibly. What is there that our environment can influence in us other than what we are endowed with? And what can it activate apart from what is susceptible to activation? As Broadbent (1971) has said of the naturists and nurturists, 'If pressed, both sides must admit that their antagonism is only a matter of emphasis, since 'all development requires both an environment and an innate contribution'.
Before leaving this particularly speculative and controversial matter, a related phenomenon awaits explanation. A remarkable outcome in a reading experiment of Cohen's (1973) on normal subjects was that, in a number of cases, exact replicas of errors (slips of the tongue) originally observed in spontaneous speech were made, sometimes even several times over, in the tests. Unlike Spooner's (so far as we know), the speech errors of these subjects were exactly reproducible and specific to the individual concerned. Were these propensities inborn, or acquired? Boder (1973) has pointed to the relevance to etiological and genetic studies of three consistent patterns of error which she has found in the reading and spelling of dyslexic children.
Oral Spoonerisms
Next, there is the difficult and inescapably anecdotal problem of the oral spoonerisms, and I have purposely left, as the last component of Spooner's disability, these spoken errors which themselves were responsible for the legend. It is impossible to be satisfied about the genuineness of any but a handful of all those which it is said that Spooner is said to have said. Some have doubted whether he ever said any at all; others have believed that he exploited his disability. In Toynbee's judgment: '... most of them are spurious, for, when Dr Spooner had spontaneously generated a few, many ingenious Oxford mindswell prepared by a long training in the composition of Greek and Latin verseset to work to improve on nature by art. So the wittier or more elegant the specimen, the less likely it is to be authentic'. We might regard this as Toynbee's Law. For my part I was extremely relieved when starting to prepare this address to discover that the present Warden of New College, Sir William Hayter, had already undertaken the difficult task of spoonerism verification. He has been extremely kind and helpful, allowing me to say that for his forthcoming biography of Spooner (Hayter 1976) he found 'at least nine fairly authentic first-hand accounts of oral Spoonerisms of the traditional kind, involving the transposition of letters or syllables between words' and 'a still larger number of cases of confusion of thought'. 'Kinquering Congs' seems to be the earliest, and is dated by a contemporary to 1879 when Spooner was 35 (The Periodical 1936). The contemporaneous Oxford English Dictionary, gives the word 'spoonerism' as having been in colloquial use in Oxford from about 1885. The relevant (and appropriately titled) section, 'Speech-Spring', was published in 1914.
Psycholinguistics
Accounts seem to agree about Spooner's manner of speaking. His voice was high-pitched and, according to Professor Edmund Ford (1975, personal communication), even 'squeaky'. It was slow, hesitant before or after words and with many 'ers'; but there were also sudden bursts of speed. It was nevertheless distinct and gentle. This form of speech suggests what, I take it, the linguist Hockett (1973) would regard as excessive 'overt editing'; Laver (1973) as 'monitoring'; or perhaps, in common parlance, 'choosing one's words with care' -in Spooner's case for the sound reason that, though the 'internal flow' may have determined what was to be said there was, for him to an excessive degree, always that lurking danger to the uttered performance which lies in wait for us all. This danger is greater when we speak rapidly, particularly when we are fatigued; also, when we are in unfamiliar surroundings or company. Spooner's daughter, Rosemary, never heard him utter a spoonerism, and neither did others. Not everyone, however, always perceives slips of the tongue in other people. You will have noticed my borrowings from the jargon of linguists. Much of the difficulty of crossing the frontiers separating linguistics, psychology, neurophysiology and clinical neurology stems from the profusion of terms used to describe concepts, even similar concepts, of the mechanisms relating thought to language. Moreover, Leischner (1969) has given no less than fifteen different classifications of the agraphias alone. I do not wish to add to these difficulties.
The Written Evidence I shall now consider in more detail some of the written errors which I have found in Spooner's manuscripts. Unlike the anecdotal evidence for the oral slips, those in his own handwriting cannot be gainsaid. They are not numerous in relation to the quantity of written material, but they are of such variety that examples of most of the linguists' classified types of error may be found. Moreover, there are more slips from Spooner's pen in his small amount of writing than Freud (1966) himself produced from all his sources to illustrate this aspect of what he so aptly termed 'The psychopathology of everyday life'. I have found 45 lapses in roughly a quarter of a million manuscript words. These include 9 spelling mistakes, but exclude dating errors which Ernest Jones (1911) -that lucid interpreter of Freud's views on this whole subjectpointed out to be so common, and also numerous mistakes in the numbering of pages. How many errors I have overlooked I cannot say; I should guess, many.
Jones also noted what he called the 'affective blindness' of proof readers. Certainly, the more I re-read the more lapses I found. This is usual, as every proof-reader knows who is not a professional, and I think it would be misleading to attach much importance to this quantitative estimate, which may nevertheless be expected from me.
[Lapsas Linguae et Calami Apart from my general interest in the task, it was one I felt that someone else might like to attempt some day. There has been less attention paid to slips of the pen (lapsus calami) than to those of the tongue (lapsas linguae), and a brief digression may serve to underline the revived interest now attached to both. The classical collection of spoken errors was made by the Austrian philologist Meringer, who described his paper with Mayer (1895) colleagues is said to have made him, understandably, the most unpopular man of his day at the University of Vienna. Freud (1966) described his work as meritorious, and was even moved to admit that the subject was one where he found himself in the exceptional position of being able to acknowledge the value of a previous work. Predictably perhaps, they later quarrelled, and we find Freud sarcastically regretting the injustice he did to Meringer when he had credited him with having understood that there was sense and purpose behind the minor functional disturbances in the daily life of healthy people. Modern psycholinguists have revived interest in such collections, in the study of word errors, and even in Spooner himself. This trend is clear in Fromkin's book; indeed, as she points out, speech-error data 'provide us with a "window" into linguistic mental processes and provide, to some extent, the laboratory data needed in linguistics'.]
Spooner's journal is sporadic and, unfortunately, dates back only to 1881, when he was 37; I have found nothing earlier than this in his handwriting. We get no further than the fifth page before we read of Ernest Wilberforce (Bishop 'Soapy Sam' Wilberforce's son) preaching in Lambeth Palace. Ernest is, however, spelt 'Earnest', fourteen years before Oscar Wilde (1899) did the same thing on purpose. Later, there is an extraordinary error in his account of the funeral of his father-in-law, Harvey Goodwin, Bishop of Carlisle. In the second line of Fig 4, we read, 'The ooffin was taken from Bishopsbourne straight to Keswick'. 'Ooffin' for 'coffin' is unmistakable, and inexplicable to me as well as to others more expert in these matters. On the same page, there is also marked a spelling mistake, 'imprssive'; and, in the last line, a perseveration, 'divide up the things and break up the things' -the second 'things' corrected to 'household'.
[Freud How much do we need Freud to help us interpret these slips? Not at all, said Lashley (1951) in his classical paper 'The Problem of Serial Order in Behaviour'. 'In these contaminations', he observed, 'it is as if the aggregate of words were in a state of partial excitation, held in check by the requirements of grammatical structure, but ready to activate the final common path, if the effectiveness of this check is in any way interfered with'. And so, he says, 'We do not need to accept his [Freud's] theories of censorship and suppression to account for such slips. They are of the same order as those misplacements in typing and represent contaminations of co-existing determining tendencies.' (Lashley was referring to his own typing errors which he had analysed). Further-more, as Fromkin points out, it is hard to reconcile the occurrence of non-existent words with Freud's contentions.
Nevertheless, I do not feel able to do without Freud altogether. He still serves to make many slips intelligible, though at a level of approach complementing the deeper one of Lashley. But I do find it difficult to accept FreUld (1966) when, being hardly able to find one slip of the tongue traceable simply and solely to the 'contact effect of sounds', he almost invariably discovers a disturbing influence in addition and from outside the utterance 'which', he says, 'can often be brought to consciousness only by means of searching analysis'. One is left with the impression that it is easy for the initiated to discover Freudian explanations as it is for others to invent spoonerisms -and an equally -enjoyable game. I have become aware of many more slips of the tongue since I have been particularly interested in them, and 'tuned in'. There is a psychic contagiousness about them for which Freud had no explanation, but which Fromkin suggests may be apparent rather than real. Indeed, conscious spoonerisms are particularly infectious, and are fun: they occur at parties and are facilitated by alcohol, as portrayed in Edmund Wilson's short story, 'The Mulhollands and their Damned Soul' (1951) . They are the relatives of the portmanteau words ('blends') of Lewis Carroll, of the sayings of Mrs Malaprop (Sheridan, 1775) , and of rhyming slang. All these can be employed imaginatively, even creatively, as Joyce also used puns with such brilliance in 'Finnegans Wake' (1964).] Returning from this digression to Spooner's diary, at the funeral of the Bishop's widow, five years after the death of her husband, we read, ' We took the coffin [sic!] straight to the church and left it there for the night. On Saturday we buried her in the grace [my italics] close by her husband under the tall cross.' This is an interesting blend between 'grave' and 'place', with perhaps a bonus for Freud ofTeligious association.
A more attractive blend, another portmanteau word, is 'emanciated' which appears in the typescript of a paper Spooner read to a college essay society. The passage reads, 'reviewed the whole situation and emanciated a reasoned scheme'. We cannot be certain that it is Spooner's error transcribed; it might be the typist's, but it seems a good word to describe something concerned with emancipation being enunciated. There is a further error in the next paragraphall the right words are there but they are disordered: 'This is the object, he holds, to end to which and which alone all educational endowments should be directed.' examination. It is his 50th birthday and he unhappily writes 'wife' instead of 'life' in the third line, and misses out a word in the next: 'My wife [my italics] has been in many ways a singularly peaceful and happy but more limited than I had once hoped'. Fig 6 shows a very odd error. Note the extraordinary way he has failed to separate correctly the two words of 'cow house'. Above it are two further versions of the wordor the two words: evidently, he was undecided which it should be. All three versions are extracted from his record of mundane business relating to his college's agricultural estates. Fig 7, he writes, 'the old Quire School'. Though archaically correct, it is the only example of this quaint form of spelling; elsewhere, he always spells 'choir' in the usual way.
In Fig 8 it so greatly exceeded in size and notoriety all the forests by which it had been preceded.' Two 'New Colleges', two 'forests' and one 'New Forest' all in one sentence were too much for him. Another example appears to have a more evident psychological basis, an association of ideas, leading to a substitution that is entirely 'external', out of the general context. This occurs in the typewritten transcript of a letter describing his visit to the Victoria Falls in 1912: 'We took a canoe with three black rowers and went up the river above the Falls. There are plenty of rapids and you have to make your way up through them which is quite fun as the Indians [my italics] seemed quite skilful at their work.' Indians and canoes are all right together in North America, but only with Dr Spooner in Central Africa. e4t aW, 4:5
The last examples are of different kinds of spelling error. The first (Fig 10) shows 'Newnham', Cambridge, through association, being spelt as 'Nuneham' near Oxford is; and there are two rather unexpected spelling mistakes, in a single letter: 'solace' is misspelt 'sollace' and 'beguiling' as 'beguling'. However, he was at that time 81 years of age.
Concliusions
Summarizing the findings,there were only 9 straight spelling errors detected in the 250 000 words. Of the remaining 36 slips only 8 were conventional anticipations 'internal' to the sentence, and 5 were perseverations. The remaining 23 errors were a hotch-potch of transpositions, contaminations and substitutions, some of which appeared to reflect transpositions of thought 'external' to what was being written.
Ai r CA'-aI 5zt d J76 ' 5sX1low ah"( of 7-fC what?'With all these peculiarities', said Huxley, 'it was little wonder that the legend grew', and we have noted Toynbee's explanation of how easily this could happen in Oxford which, of all places, would expect a don's linguistic performance to match an assumed high level of linguistic competence. Nor would it have been much excuse in those days to plead a disability which could only have been regarded as 'mental', and in the pejorative, pathological sense of the word. Spooner was much wounded by a cruel attack on his physical infirmities that appeared in the Echo of 4 May 1892; this press article ridiculed particularly his albinisnm and short-sightedness. I have seen the piece and I concluded that today's Private Eye reads pretty well in comparison. No wonder he and the family were sensitive. Moreover, reading between the lines of his diary, and from his notes on sermons dealing with Sin, I had the strong impression that he may have imagined his disability as some kind of divine punishment for aspects of his character which he himself considered defective.
Apart from the albinism and poor vision, how abnormal in fact was he? My recurrent suspicion that perhaps he was not really abnormal at all has been hard to sustain. Those lapses, to which all of us are occasionally given, seem in Spooner's case to have been altogether too noticeable, numerous, and variable in both time and quality. Those who have studied verbal slips in apparently normal people seem agreed with Lashley, who from examination of his own typing errors concluded that anticipations are much the most frequent variety; for example, their incidence was 78 % in a study by Cohen (1973) of spoken slips. Errors of perseveration made up 15 % and appeared more related to fatigue; while those of transposition amounted to only 7%. As I have just indicated, Spooner's written errors do not reflect this normal pattern, nor do the accounts of his spoken ones.
In conclusion, therefore, I should like to make three tentative suggestions. First, that Spooner's form of cerebral dysfunction may represent an intermediate state between the slips of the tongue, pen and actionthe lapses, dyspraxias or absentmindedness that are Freud's 'parapraxes' ('Fehlleistung') of everyday lifeand the gross dysphasias and dyspraxias of overt disease and damage, often with predictably demonstrable pathological lesions of certain areas of the brain. The everyday lapses are the concern of linguists and psychologists; they are not yet sufficiently approachable by the sort of scientific precision demanded by the physiologist; there is no known pathology, and they are not medical. There is thus a substantial disciplinary gap between them and the florid dyspr-.xias of language and action familiar clinically to neurologists and neurosurgeons and, through their causative lesions, to neuropathologists.
My second tentative suggestion is that a developmental disorder is the most likely explanation of Spooner's striking example ofan individual variation. We have no means of knowing whether or not he suffered some self-limiting disease, possibly one acquired during childhood, but this seems less likely as a cause of brain damage so subtle as to be manifested only by such sporadic lapses.
Third, I should like to entertain the possibility that there may be others with Spooner's degree of disability who, not being in his intellectually exposed position, pass unremarked. Their progress at school would not necessarily be retarded, so one would need to seek them out with even more diligence than is required to discover dyslexic children who were, after all, largely unrecognized until comparatively recently. Though now actively sought and increasingly recognized, even the dyslexic child is perhaps not yet entirely understood. Moreover, an organic basis for the condition is not conceded by 'nurturists' who appear to believe that environmental influences can somehow act independently of the organ which alone can process them, the genetically developed brain. It seems possible to me that Spooner's trouble might be regarded as an essentially motor member of that family of developmental disorders which has developmental dyslexia as its outstanding example.
Our Section of Neurology is more an interdisciplinary one than many. In this Address it has been part of my purpose to attempt to breach territorial frontiers, to glimpse into disciplines other than our own in order to attempt some understanding of one unfortunate individualand rather a remarkable one. It is pleasant to reflect, as did one old member of his college affectionately about Warden Spooner, that he became a Fellow of New College when Disraeli was about to be Prime Minister for the first time, when Napoleon III was still on his precarious throne and when the Suez Canal was still being dug; and when the Brahms 'Requiem' and St Pancras Station were brand new.
